Holland Presents
Trinity's Plans

Trinity has accepted an invitation from the leaders of the Hartford Community Chest to participate actively in the 1945-1946 drive, which will take place between October 15 and November 15. Trinity, which is a member of the Associate Program, which in Division B, has as its captain Albert E. Holland, Director of Admission, and members: President Adolph W. Hitchcock, Professor of Economics; Coach Dan Jeness and others. One hundred and forty-four teachers and assistants have volunteered to help. The total Chest quota for the University is $90,000, and the Trinity quota is $5,000; the funds are to go to the campus Chest, and the amounts contributed by people living in the off-campus area assigned to the Trinity Chest has been set at $3,000.

The Dean's Office
1. At the end of a semester, the student's rank in his class may be entered on the record cards in the College Office. A number indicating the student's rank in his class may be added.
2. On the basis of the average-grade, each student shall be classified in one of four courses, as follows:
   - Class I—Average grade of 85% or more.
   - Class II—Average grade from 78% to 84%, inclusive.
   - Class III—Average grade from 70% to 77%, inclusive.
   - Class IV—Average grade below 70%.
3. Unexcused absences shall be permitted in class to the following extent:
   - Class I—Unlimited cuts in a semester.
   - Class II—3 cuts per course in a semester.
   - Class III—2 cuts per course in a semester.
   - Class IV—1 cut per course in a semester.
4. Freshmen and transfer students will not be put in class until the completion of the work of their first term.
5. Penalties for "overcutting" shall be assessed in the following manner:
   - Each cut in excess of the number allotted to any student, one semester hour credit shall be deducted.
6. A student completing four courses at the end of a term is put automatically in Class IV.
7. Cuts on the day before or after a holiday are double.

Jesters Make Plans
For New Season
Only a few hours before President Funston had declared the Academic semester closed, the Jesters, Trinity's literary society, were making plans for the season ahead. Guided by President Funston and faculty advisor Prof. J. Bourke McNulty, an executive committee met to discuss future plans of Trinity's dramatic society.

Senior jesters present weresecretary-treasurer Jack Thomas, president Charles Deane, and business manager George Holley, who will work closely with Mr. Egan in the production of "Boy Meets Girl." In future seasons, the society will be put under the direction of the Class of 1946.

An informal get-together was held at the Phi Psi chapter house on Thursday evening, and the first business session is slated for the Bond Hotel today. A smoker will be held at the Phi Psi house, and on Saturday, the final business session will be held in the Trinity Alumni Hall, with a memorial service in the chapel just prior to lunch.

Saturday noon there will be a buffet dinner served at the Phi Psi house, and the group will adjourn to the West End to watch the Wesleyan Connecticut football game. After the game the Wesleyan chapter house will be open from two to four, and a buffet dinner will be served at the Bond Hotel on Saturday evening.

Bob Herbert (right) and Bob Chesney are shown congratulating one another on their recent election to the Dominion Command team that they tied for first place in the Holland Scholarship competition.

Dr. Bissomette Winner of $1,000 Walker Grant Prize Given by Boston Society

Crows Celebrating
30th Anniversary
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity will celebrate its 50th Anniversary this weekend at its place of founding, Trinity College.

Dr. Thomas Hume Bissomette, J. Pierpont Morgan Professor of Biology at Trinity, has won the Walker Grand Prize of $1,000, given by the Boston Society of Natural History, for his studies on the effect of light on animal and plants. The prize established in 1894, by William J. Walker, a physician and early member of the society, is awarded every five years for a scientific discovery of exceptional merit in the field of natural history.

The researchers have proved that the color of animals at various times in the year is controlled by the length of the day and exposure to light rather than the popular notions of climate or environment. This same principle, Dr. Bissomette explains, applies to breeding habits. In the experiments made in cooperation with Earl E. Bailey, pleasants were made to lay eggs in smoke and several females were much confused by white coats in the spring and brown ones in the winter. All this was accomplished by laboratory light tests. The yearly arrival of swallows at Capitoliurn, Calif., on March 19, regardless of weather conditions, had long puzzled naturalists until the "alarm clock" phenomenon in the lengthening days was pointed out by Trinity's distinguished biologist.

Dr. Bissomette has returned to his position at Trinity after a year in Europe establishing and directing the Biology Department of the Army's Barrat American University in France. At the university he was also the general advisor for British students. Later he was in Holland, Germany, with the Armed Forces Institute and during his stay he visited a German college, Deutsches, professor of Ornithology at the University of Berlin, who had in 1917, come to Trinity to observe the experiments on the effects of light.

Dr. Bissomette is continuing his research and teaching.

Holland Scholarship Winners

Scholarship Test Ends in Deadlock

Frederick Adviser and Dean of Advisers, Albert E. Holland, announced last week that Robert G. Bissomette and Robert W. Herbert had been awarded the Holland Scholarship.

This scholarship is open to all freshmen and is presented to the one who has the highest scholastic aptitude. This year it was necessary to make two awards because Chesney and Herbert were tied.

Chesney, who graduated from the Hartford Public High School, lives with his parents. He was a fighter pilot for three and a half years, and was in the Pacific Field Service. He is pledged Alpha Chi Rho and is a member of the Trinity Track team.

When informed that he had won the scholarship Chesney said, "I was naturally delighted." and added, "I am pleased and honored."

Bob Herbert, from South Orange, N. J., who is also a Crow pledges, attended the Loomis School and was in the Connecticut Field Service. He has two years' experience with the army, and served in Burma, India, and Italy. He worked with the British 14th Army and holds the Bronze Star, Italian Star, and Victory Ribbon.

Herbert's reaction when told that he had won the scholarship was: "I was naturally delighted" and added "I am pleased and honored."

The extension school extension courses which started September 30, has been open to students for the past 15 years. Both graduate and undergraduate students have the opportunity to attend these courses.

The extension department of Trinity was started in 1928, however, the classes were not held at the College itself. An agreement was made with Hiller Junior College to hold the classes held there, but the credits were given by Trinity. This arrangement continued until 1957, when Professor of Music, Donald Bissomette, was appointed by the Trinity Mathematics Department, and the classes were held by the department for one year. From 1957 to 1959, the classes were held at a Hartford Young Men's Christian Association. Trinity now has a complete supervision of the extension department in 1950 under the leadership of Dr. Durl, head of the Philosophy Department.

This year there are approximately 220 students, about half of them being veterans. The number of women in the department numbers roughly between 40 and 50. Most of the extension members who teach the 12 courses offered are psychologists, economists, and mathematicians.
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Front Row Center

By George Desert

We were considerably surprised to learn that "Anna Lucasta" three years ago Broadway run amiss something new in Berg's "Porgy and Bess," even the hardly Green Pastures, "Porgy and Bess," and "Carmen Jones." Then, Thursday, October 7, 1943, throughout the country. Good, and the poor and the weather of the directors of the Community Center Drive which will aid the beginning member of the Trinity has a chance to strengthen his voice with one man and the city. The wonderful work of the agencies covered by the Community Center deserve the full support of all students. Whether you are from another city, you may benefit by helping the agencies present here.

So when the members of the Trinity Team ask for contributions, take the trip, the skip and the poor will be grateful for your gift. Trinity Top in Hartford.

In Step

By Martin G. Hurman

To the Wise Twenty Percent Who Keep Their National Service Life Insurance: Get the word on latest levels of your insurance. It is possible that, as a result of your renewed interest, you may be able to get a reduction in your premium. The current rates of premiums for the five basic levels are:

1. Level I: $600
2. Level II: $1200
3. Level III: $1800
4. Level IV: $2400
5. Level V: $3000

To the Not-So-Wise Fifty Percent who never have taken up the subject by paying up previous premiums. It is possible that the current status of your insurance may be adjusted to your financial condition.

Seafused: Over a million and a half World War II vets are still shaking their heads over the recent happenings at the VFW convention. The convention talk about "taking over" evaporated like a magnum when the old-guard, who is the bulk of VFW membership, walked off with all the nominations. The idea was probably the worst one that was doled out to World War II vets. The American Legion, which has six divisions, last week featured the same bowling-over tactics with by far the greater number of national offices going to war in 1917.

United We Stand: Meanwhile as the campaign against War II veterans in the fight for "taking over" continues, we are hearing from one side of the fence that the veterans are "hating their way to heaven." If the current battle of the "hating" is as serious as the veterans claim, it is curious to remember the fact that in 1917 we were on a war footing.

Despite this week's hot air, it is interesting to see the general interest in"restoring" the German language, a situation which reminds us of the days when we were trying to "hate" our way back to world supremacy.

This week-end, Masters. Shubert is exhibiting Sigmund Romberg's handy work, "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, Frank Blond, Schwabacher, in her new musical, "The New Moon," is proving to be a top-notch cast promise as good treatment as any in recent years. Also in the forefront this week is the "Matron" group at the Avery. "Village Square" was scheduled for the week of October 12. The Civic's first performances which reads like a "Porgy and Bess," by Marcia Mantle, this Hartford amateur group has a chance of becoming something quite aside and energetic schedule for this year. Season tickets at $6 and $8 are available by writing Arthur L. Wood P. O. Box 795, and will be proved to be a valuable investment.

On the first page of this issue of the Tripod, there is an advertisement for the Hartford Community Chest Drive which will begin November 15. Trinity has a chance to strengthen its voice with one man and the city. The wonderful work of the agencies covered by the Community Chest deserve the full support of all students. Whether you are from another city, you may benefit by helping the agencies present here. It will be the beginning member of the Trinity Team ask for contributions, take the trip, the skip and the poor will be grateful for your gift.

Rudy Yeager, managing editor of Froth, the official organ of the National Association of Mat Hoffman's "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, who has some 2760 bottles of porter, stout, ale, stout, lager, beer and stingo dispensed was-expand for an average of 300 pints per month. When Kendall, in the quality of the malted must served during this period, Mr. Poann announced that for the first time, probably the first time since St. Fain's Day morning, we rang up the tonic. Froth, managing editor of Froth, the official organ of the National Association of Mat Hoffman's "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, who has some 2760 bottles of porter, stout, ale, stout, lager, beer and stingo dispensed was-expand for an average of 300 pints per month. When Kendall, in the quality of the malted must served during this period, Mr. Poann announced that for the first time, probably the first time since St. Fain's Day morning, we rang up the tonic. Froth, managing editor of Froth, the official organ of the National Association of Mat Hoffman's "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, who has some 2760 bottles of porter, stout, ale, stout, lager, beer and stingo dispensed was-expand for an average of 300 pints per month. When Kendall, in the quality of the malted must served during this period, Mr. Poann announced that for the first time, probably the first time since St. Fain's Day morning, we rang up the tonic. Froth, managing editor of Froth, the official organ of the National Association of Mat Hoffman's "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, who has some 2760 bottles of porter, stout, ale, stout, lager, beer and stingo dispensed was-expand for an average of 300 pints per month. When Kendall, in the quality of the malted must served during this period, Mr. Poann announced that for the first time, probably the first time since St. Fain's Day morning, we rang up the tonic. Froth, managing editor of Froth, the official organ of the National Association of Mat Hoffman's "The New Moon" at the Capitol. Judith Roberts, who has some 2760 bottles of porter, stout, ale, stout, lager, beer and stingo dispensed was-expand for an average of 300 pints per month. When Kendall, in the quality of the malted must served during this period, Mr. Poann announced that for the first time, probably the first time since St. Fain's Day morning, we rang up the tonic.
To the Editor:

After most of the men in the college have been home for a month or so they will come to realize that it is almost impossible for anyone to reach them. I am sure that enough to say that the number of telephones on the campus is not student use is inadequate, but we must go one step further and say that those that are available are not used sufficiently. Since we are bound by no rules concerning our association with the outside world (school being somewhat of a retreat), there should be adequate means of connection. Aside from the fact that many of these calls might not be seen as a serious matter, there are those that are imperative and should be safeguarded. Taking into consideration the hundreds of men on the campus and by the law of averages available at the possible number of important calls not received under this present system, which is no system at all, I suggest that something be done about the matter.

There should be a competent man at each phone and he should be required to spend a certain number of hours for which he would be paid a reasonable rate per hour. He would be job to receive all calls, to search out the man for whom the call is for, and to place the call under his own door to that effect. Such a system as this would be a necessity and rest assured many of our minds.

Sincerely,

E. O. Schwerzt

Irish Poet Padraic Colum Will Present Lecture in Chem Auditorium Thursday

Padraic Colum, well-known Irish poet, has been announced as speaker by Professor James A. Whitehead, chairman of the Chemistry Auditorium, according to the Faculty Lecture Committee, the committee which is headed by Professor Whitehead, M.C., succeeded in acquiring the poet.

Born in Longford, Ireland, in 1881, Mr. Colum was editor of the Dubliner, an Anglo-Irish weekly, and was a founder of the Irish National Theater before going to the United States in 1914. His three early plays, "The Land," the Fielder's Hoop and "Thorn," have as their motives the delineation of Irish family life and its relation to the entire country of the nation, for they were attuned to the social criticism of the age. He has a special interest in Irish myths and legends.

A student of the classics and a literary enthusiast, he is most justly famous for his "Road-Bound Ireland," a series of sketches of the countryside, the people and the rural life of Ireland and his "Cross Roads in Ireland," "Dramatic Legends and Other Poems," "Castling Conger," and "Orphna, Myths of the World." His fantastic story, "Magu the Washeker," and his narrative poem, "The Story of Manus and the Birth of the World," are other instances of Padraic Colum's versatility.

Of his numerous works, Mr. Colum has been quoted as saying that "Irish literature and I are not always seen together. I am afraid that I will soon be dropped from the Irish literary scene." But he has expressed his determination to continue with his work.

Senate Conducts Initial Assembly

The first Student Body Assembly of the fall term was held Wednesday, October 2, at 8:00 a.m. in the Chemistry Auditorium. Bob Tolock, President of the Senate, informed the members of the Senate that the program for the assembly had been prepared by the physical education department and Trinity emblems for the attenders have been ordered. The cheerleaders are ready to lead you in cheers. They need your support, so don't let them down.

Senator Conducts Initial Assembly

Seated Conducts Assembly, Featured by Singing of the Pipes

Two Campus Bands Being Organized

A meeting was held this week and plans were formulated in the hopes of having a band to play at the remaining football games. Professor Wat!, head of the Music Department, requests those who are interested in joining the band and did not attend the meeting to contact him immediately. Notices will appear on the bulletin board for tryouts. Let's get all out in forming a creditable band for the support of our teams.

Considerable interest has also been shown in the formation of a campus dance band. The band is under the leadership of Joe Poff, and is called the Trinity Dance Band. It is proposed to have an 11-piece outfit and at present it is in dire need of two tenor sax and a lead alto sax.

Season Plans Made By Trinity Club

The first formal meeting of the Trinity Club was held Tuesday, October 8, at the Student Lounge in the Commons. Matters concerning the forthcoming activities of the club were discussed. The date of the election of new officers of the club is December 15, and the election will be held at 7:45 p.m. in the Commons.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Delicious Full Course Dinners
Brookside Restaurant
442-446 New Britain Avenue
"Just a Nice Place"

Meet the Cheerleaders

Dick Goodrich, "Ske" Serenski, Al Hartmark

Cy, an authority on sports events, is a natural leader of the cheerleaders. Dick Goodrich, "Ske" Serenski, Al Hartmark have had no past experience. During the freshman football game, Mr. Serenski, who is on the Trinity trip side, was the man to receive all calls, George Cy of course, was the man to receive all calls, but the amount used is staggering.

One has only one egg per day and it takes 200 eggs to keep the Trinity kitchen stocked with eggs for the needs of just one day. As to whether they are fresh or not, it is the custom of the custodians to check on the phone to the store and then carry the eggs up to the kitchen to be used. These eggs are used in the kitchen to make breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Ice cream is one of our desserts that comes a hard, long way. From the dairy, cream, sugar, and flavoring, to a lot of work are contributed to each pint of ice cream that is consumed daily. Pie and coffee seem to go together. The students are always interested in what is new and to see how the pie is made. The first step is to make the dough, but the amount used is staggering.

Every time you pay your check at the dining hall you say to yourself, "I'll have a cheeseburger and a coke." The cooks, no doubt, look at it with a rather different philosophy. To them it is a slice of meat and a writing- broc. "We sure have to cook a slow of food to fill all these hol­low-legged college jungs!"

Tea is served as morse of sustenance are devoured just how large the figures do run in the cafeteria of the institution. One cup of coffee doesn't amount to much. Often one is not sufficient for a mile and must be augmented by more of the same cup, but that the amount used is staggering.

To the Editor:

The institution of "Letters to the Editor" is a great idea for a newspaper. It seems as though such a column tends to be a "gripe box." This column should, however, also become an outlet for comments, though not only on College matters but also concerning the larger world outside. I write the following because I believe also it to be tendentious.

It has been apparent ever since "we were notified of the regulation conforming official theme paper" for English that this material should not be, due to space limitations, and other matters. I was notified that a number of telephones on the campus Trinity Drug Store may have been requested to sell this paper and accompanying binders and that students have committed themselves to certain regulations. This is not apparent when one considers that the store sells at one sale and papers at a lower price than the store. I am sure that the store will make up for it during the rest of the month. Whether the feature or not, it is apparent that the store is only interested in selling its products. They will not charge for the papers that are sold.

Many of the students are aware of the struggle that some of our English students who have been asked to sell the paper have been facing. It is apparent that the store is only interested in selling its products. They will not charge for the papers that are sold.

Send for a catalog of the many types of furniture that are available in this furniture store. The catalog is free and includes all of the latest styles and colors in furniture. If you are interested in purchasing any of the furniture items, please submit your order and we will ship it to you as soon as possible. We offer a wide selection of options, including delivery and installation services. Our customer service team is available to answer any questions you may have about our products and services. We are dedicated to providing exceptional value and quality, and we look forward to serving you. Thank you for considering us for your furniture needs.

The Trinity College Office of the President is located at 1381 Broad Street, Hartford, Connecticut. Our phone number is 1-609-460-1111. We offer a comprehensive range of services, including academic advising, career counseling, financial aid assistance, and more. Our goal is to support your academic success and personal growth. If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to contact us. We are here to help you succeed.

About Trinity College:

Trinity College is a private, liberal arts institution located in Hartford, Connecticut. It was founded in 1823 and is one of the oldest universities in the United States. The college offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including arts, sciences, business, and education. Trinity College is known for its rigorous curriculum, strong emphasis on liberal arts education, and commitment to community service. It is proud to be one of the 56 member institutions of the Council of Independent Colleges (CIC).
HEUVELIN HOTEL

A meeting place for Trinity Students for three generations.

For many years this hotel has been famous for fine food and good service.

Trinity's Blond Bombers

That's quite a team. Dusty Bonk has the Bobcats from Bates running smooth and they're aggressive. They also have something which is supposedly outdated in these cynical days—something called college spirit. That's a foolish phrase nowadays. If you lose, it's just another ball game, so what the difference?

This high school ogreman concern makes more just showing up on the field at the appointed hour. We don't mean to imply that any member of our team wasn't trying out there Saturday. The fault lies in Thursday and Friday and the other days in the week. For college spirit involves showing up on the practice field of time, day after day, and doing a little more than is expected of you, whether a coach is looking at you or not.

Thursday before the Bates game found the keynotes. Ready for practice, he noted exactly two members of his squad in the locker room. "Well, he said, "we aren't going to beat Bates inside."

The Bobcats had the advantage of a previous game. Their speed was suited to their single wing attack. They were better than the Tritons but not 25 points better. Apparently nothing has been found to replace college spirit.

"I assure you that Saturday's experience was the cold dash of water needed to wake the Blue and Gold out of its lethargy. Right after a rewarding victory at Middlebury to put us back on the right track.

From a purely critical standpoint the glowing weaknesses exhibited by the Jesuits was the lack of downfield blocking which has been one of our most nagging offenses of the season. The back ing up on the defense was of little help. Yet the running of Francis Gleason, the passing of Tony Kunkiewicz, the play of Joe Haldane and Dick Weisenfluh proved that we have the makings of a potent offense.

Our mythical New England Small College Association completed the second weekend with New Hampshire, Coast Guard, Colby, Williams and New Hampshire.

Boots to Open

With Worcester

Fives forwards, three halfbacks, two fullbacks, and one goalie will take the Trinity field, Saturday, against Worcester Tech. Coach by Bruce Munroe, who made All-American, All-New England, and coached both soccer and lacrosse at Springfield College, the man will use plays from kick-off, throw-in, and goal kick positions.

The offense will consist of short and long passing. The short passing game is used mostly in wet weather and consists of short passes along the lines of an imaginary triangle. The long passing game is one of long passes from forward to forward across the field.

The men will use a tandem type of defense. In short, the ball has to go through three men and the goalie for score.

During the four quarters, which last a total of 86 minutes, Coach Munroe will use as few as eleven or as many as 25 men. The only returning experience is Tom Grimes, who has played three years of varsity soccer.

Boys, here are the Stalid Coasts you want . . .

"Finger tip length = $27.50
Full length = $30.50 to $45.00
A Complete Line of Sport Coats Low Cost from $25.50 to $45.00
Custom Made, Hand Woven, Scottish Sport Coat From $45.00 to $60.00

No Time On Your Hands ?

SHOP THE EASY WAY

Just Call 27171

And Ask For

"Kay Randall"
Your Personal Shopper

At Sage-Alen

Hartford, Conn.
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